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SP WorkBench H1400 quilting 114 partial
SP TouchDown tray left H1400

Without quilting, on castors

Technical data sheet

Silence Point 

Silence Point is a versatile product family with the best acoustic properties, developed and optimized over many 
years. The modular system is broad and ranges from the classic museum bench to various sofa variants to the 
complete work island with or without a roof. Integrated LED lights and individually configurable electrification 
modules make the system independent of the office infrastructure. 

Depending on the type selected, the models are available as one, two or three-seaters and, depending on 
the width and height, also in a mobile version, equipped with large and smooth-running universal castors. 
There are 9 fabric collections to choose from, from classic polyester to new wool fabrics such as Passion with 
a beautifully textured wool weave. This makes the Silence Point models a favorite spot with an unmistakable 
appearance. Sitting comfort, durability and ergonomic equipment, with invitingly soft back cushions, are geared 
towards the requirements of everyday office life and its surroundings. The lovingly fully upholstered walls are 
offered on one side or optionally on both sides in a quilted version. Quilting options on request. There are 
8 fabric collections with different characters and colours available for this purpose. 

Model dependent: Supplied disassembled into individual ceiling and wall elements for assembly on site.

Data Silence Point

Wall thickness 40 mm

Substructure - dimensionally stable aluminum 
frame profile

Wall structure highly sound-absorbing according to 
DIN EN ISO 354

Filler Standard 100 by OEKO-TEX®

Walls fully upholstered with a smooth fabric surface

Seat and back upholstery always without quilting, 
removable cover

Feet in stainless steel, optionally powder-coated

 
Optional standard quilting 114 partial, 
8 fabric collections available

Optional quilting only on the outside or  
outside and inside

Model dependent: 
mobile on smooth-running universal castors

Meeting table according to AOS decor card with 
optionally one piece Powerdot white or black  
(220 volts and USB charger)

LED recessed light with motion detector
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SP WorkBench H1400

SP Stream 3 seater H940

SP TouchDown tray left H1400 

SP WorkBench Top H2200 

SP Concept 2 seater H1700 SP Lounge 2-3 seater

Wall construction 40 mm 
Sound absorption coefficient ap per DIN EN ISO 354

125    Hz  ap 0,21
250    Hz  ap 0,37 
500    Hz  ap 0,60
1000  Hz  ap 0,69
2000  Hz  ap 0,75
4000  Hz  ap 0,88
 
Rated sound absorption coefficient aw 0,65 (H).  
DIN EN ISO 354 test certificate
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